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International Exhaustion

Introduction: the issues 

• Let’s not get caught up in terminology…exhaustion / implied licence / waiver

• Central Issue = if you’ve sold someone something, or granted them a licence to do 

certain things with a purchased product in certain territories, can you later restrict 

further downstream commercialisation of the product in their (or others’) hands, and 

how can you police the limits of any licence?

• Why do Courts care? Ultimately a question of fairness…

• There are, however, now (grossly simplifying) globally two schools of thought as to 

how to deal with the potential unfairness

• Global legal systems often take different approaches to any given problem, and 

generally when appreciated in the round there are ‘checks and balances’ to ultimately 

achieve largely the same result.

• Problem here, though, is that the two approaches are arguably antithetical to each 
other, so that the ‘checks and balances’ of each cause maximal disruption to 

businesses operating under both 
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The Law (a precis…)

• Two flavours/flavors of exhaustion: geographic and field of use

• How are those dealt with…
US
• Supreme Court in [Lexmark] takes relatively extreme view in both respects that 

patent rights are totally exhausted everywhere once a product has been 
commercialized anywhere

• If patentee wants to achieve any downstream restriction, there is no fundamental 
problem with that, but will need to do so contractually

EEA (ROW?)
• Field of use restrictions: as long as clearly understood/recorded at sale that product 

provided subject to a restriction (and same communicated downstream) wider rights 
beyond that permission are not exhausted

• Geographic
• Extra-EEA sales, as above
• EEA sales, free movement of goods restrains geographic limitations within EEA

• ‘Fairness’ of the particular restrictions quite heavily restricted by antitrust rules
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The problem (a case study) (1)

• Two companies A and B, each trading worldwide in components for gas cookers

• Both have significant patent portfolios which each believes the other is infringing

• Each, however, has different customer base – commercial vs domestic

• Fear of future conflict though is driving money / time expensive patenting behaviours

• No real commercial overlap so both parties feel co-existence agreement would make 

sense BUT
• EU antitrust law (at least) prevents a simple market division or customer allocation BUT
• Reciprocal restricted field licences not an antitrust problem BUT
• Lexmark means that once either party supplies to its customers (anywhere in the world) 

if those products turn up in the US, the other’s US patents are exhausted and can’t be 

used to police the limited licence; SO
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The problem (a case study) (2)

• Parties try and follow SC suggestion that deal with post sale issues contractually BUT
• While each content to include terms with its customers contractually preventing them 

from onward sale into the unlicensed field, what about further sales down the chain, and 

how can the other police the contractual terms? SO
• The parties consider creating a chain of contracts, with each purchaser agreeing to 

pass the obligation on to any further purchaser downstream ANDmaking the head 

licensee a third party beneficiary BUT
• Each doesn’t have visibility of the other’s sales and distribution so practically cannot 

police the theoretical 3rd party right SO
• They consider having reporting obligations to each other to allow tracking of where 

sales may appear in the wrong field BUT
• That degree of information sharing is likely to contravene EU antitrust laws again…doh
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Conclusion / Discussion

• The philosophical clash between how US and EU jurisdictions are dealing with post-

sale restrictions on patent licensed goods means that while each system is logically 

coherent in its own right, when ‘combined’ as a result of needs of a global business 

each undermines the other, leaving businesses with a real headache…
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